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About This Game

A powerful ancient evil has arisen, and the war to save humanity has begun! The Mummy Demastered throws you into a 16-bit-
inspired battle against the undead in a 2D, nonlinear, action-packed adventure. As an elite agent in the monster-hunting

Prodigium organization, you must use a variety of weapons, upgrades, and mysterious artifacts to defend mankind against the
supernatural hordes of Princess Ahmanet. Your Prodigium unit is already on the scene, but HQ lost contact with them hours
ago. Only by exploring tombs, forests, abandoned tunnels, and the cursed streets of London will you discover the fate of your
allies. But beware - Ahmanet commands legions of undead, insects, plague-ridden vermin, and worse! If you're not careful,

you'll be the next soul in her army.

KEY FEATURES:
- Stunning retro-inspired graphics and atmospheric chiptune soundtrack

- Shoot-'em-up action meets exploration-based adventuring
- Fight for survival against swams of horrifying enemies and bosses

- Obliterate monsters with an arsenal of weapons including grenades, a flamethrower and more
- Uncover and collect 50 hidden relics
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Title: The Mummy Demastered
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
WayForward
Publisher:
WayForward
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad @2.33 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or ATI Radeon HD 5700 Series or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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It's a harmless Metroidvania which ties in with a movie which was pretty terrible, but actually is probably better than that
movie?! Sounds like Wayforward alright!

The only problem is this game is SHORT! With the main challenge being getting through the entire game without dying. You're
looking at something between 3 to 6 hours to get through 1 playthrough. It's a super average game really, Not bad not incredible
just exists and isn't a bad movie tie in. Hard to recommend on anything other than a sale and even more hard to recommend if
we ever get a castlevania collection on PC.
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